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**1960**
Robotic missions to Mars have been attempted for over 50 years. Less than half have been successful.

**1976**
Viking 1
First spacecraft successfully lands on Mars.

**1965**
Mariner 4
First successful Mars flyby, which also sent images back to Earth.

**1997**
Sojourner
First robotic NASA rover to land on Mars.
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2004

Spirit and Opportunity
Identical water-seeking rovers land on Mars.
Rovers idénticos en busca de agua aterrizan en Marte.

2018

Insight
First robotic explorer to study the deep interior of Mars.
Primer explorador robótico en estudiar el interior profundo de Marte.
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ORDER OF PLAY
1. Take up to three actions
2. Draw an Event card

ACTIONS
· Draw, request, or give a Command card
· Program command console
· Run program
· Research tile
· Collect data token
· Use special ability
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COLLABORATOR CARD
RESEARCHER
SPECIAL ABILITY
Look ahead at the next 4 Event cards for one action during your turn.
INVESTIGADOR
TARJETA DE COLABORADOR

COLLABORATOR CARD
ROVER PLANNER
SPECIAL ABILITY
Reshuffle the Command card deck for one action during your turn.
PLANIFICADOR DEL ROVER
TARJETA DE COLABORADOR

COLLABORATOR CARD
SURVEYOR
SPECIAL ABILITY
Look under any one adjacent tile for one action during your turn.
TOPÓGRAFO
TARJETA DE COLABORADOR
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